Xero-connected Trusted App Stack:
Making Spend Control for Non-proﬁts Easy

Non-for-proﬁt organisations are particularly challenged in terms of implementing and maintaining ﬁnancial controls.
On the one hand, NFPs need to maintain an even higher level of accountability, including much stricter audits and
management reporting.
On the other hand, they are usually restricted in their ability to hire – especially high-salaried personnel – and it is down to
a small number of accounting staff to ensure proper ﬁnancial controls, authorisation traceability, and audit readiness.
A most effective way for addressing this double challenge is to introduce a modern software solution, i.e. a stack of
applications that facilitate both fully digital data management and end-to-end process automation.

Trusted app stack: selection criteria
With Xero as the core accounting platform and the system of records, the following criteria should be considered when
looking for your trusted app stack:
Use the ‘best of suite’ approach: make sure your key apps are pre-integrated
Go cloud and eradicate paper: digitise document and data management
Ensure ease of adoption and use: choose apps with great user experience

The approval app you’ll love using
ApprovalMax is an innovative cloud approval workflow system that facilitates spend control
and optimisation for organisations of all sizes. Coupled with cloud accounting software,
it enables a flexible definition of approval authorisation levels and the automation of
approval processes.
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Best practices for implementing a Xero-based trusted app stack
To establish efficient financial controls in non-profits it is vital to completely eradicate paper and to implement end-toend automation of processes.
Data collection & digitisation: capture, digitise, and validate data coming from external sources; such as paper,
photo, PDF file.
Centralised document management: have one well-structured storage for all your finance documents and
finance data.
Expense management: if applicable, use a system that automatically captures, analyses, and reimburses
your employees' daily expenses.
Approval and decision management: introduce a decision management system for the proper review, correct
coding, and transparent approval of key finance documents to ensure tight financial controls, compliance, and
clear audit trails.
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Benefits
The benefits NFPs can reap using a Xero-connected trusted app stack include:
Fully digital data management and improved finance data quality
End-to-end process automation with transparent authorisation decisions
Shared accountability, spend control, and audit readiness

